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Rights out of Reach? 

Justifications of Intellectual Property Rights in Relation to the Fulfilment of           

Socioeconomic Human Rights 

 

Abstract 

In this thesis, three perspectives on the justification of intellectual property rights are             

investigated in the light of conflicting socioeconomic human rights. This is done by using a               

comparative method, where the perspectives chosen are reviewed through the lense of rights             

as legitimate claims, as well as accessibility of rights. The purpose is to review as to how the                  

ownership of ideas and inventions can be justified in relation to the socioeconomic challenges              

faced in many parts of the world. The principal research question is: How can intellectual               

property rights be justified and how can it be evaluated against the backdrop of              

socioeconomic rights and moral obligations? To answer this question, I posed three            

sub-questions: First, how are intellectual property rights justified in the existing research            

chosen as an entry point for this thesis? Drawn from this, how can the justification of                

intellectual property rights be understood as a moral concern in a socioeconomically unequal             

world? Taking a cue from this, what questions need to be answered to better understand the                

transnational moral obligations linked to intellectual property rights? By reviewing the           

perspectives presented on the justification of intellectual property rights, I make three            

concluding statements — intellectual property rights cannot be justified in cases where they             

affect other individuals’ socioeconomic rights negatively; excessive benefits gained for          

creators is not morally reasonable; and the unequal distribution of power and opportunities in              

relation to transnational moral responsibilities need to be recognised. 

 

Keywords: human rights, intellectual property rights, accessibility of rights, transnational          

moral obligations 
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Introduction 

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights states that “everyone is entitled to a social and               

international order in which the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration can be fully                

realized.” It is thus clear that there is a global obligation to ensure that the international                1

system aids the protection of human rights. In addition, it is also expressed that individuals               

have “the right to the protection of the moral and material interests resulting from any               

scientific, literary or artistic production of which he is the author.” The current framework              2

for the protection of the mentioned material interests is based on the concept of intellectual               

property rights; and it consists of copyrights, patents, trademarks and trade secrets. First, on              3

the one hand, intellectual property rights, in the form of for example patent rights, can be                

argued to constitute a human right. On the other hand, patent rights for medical or               

agricultural inventions also mean that inventions which could be used for helping vulnerable             

groups to be able to exercise their rights, are not readily accessible. Especially,             

socioeconomic rights such as the rights to health, food, housing and education are worth              

emphasising, as well as developmental and related rights.  4

The issue of intellectual property rights has been stressed in discussions on            

globalization and economic development, as well as inequality and global health. In            5

developing economies, as an example, a majority of the poor rely on the agricultural sector to                

survive. Therefore, regarding the empowerment of vulnerable groups and poverty          6

alleviation, new inventions to make agricultural work more efficient are of importance.            

Concerning global health issues, the global epidemic of HIV/AIDS made the socioeconomic            

inequalities apparent; it was not evenly spread. Instead, those most affected are also those              

who cannot access the needed medication, since the resources are lacking. In reference to              7

1 Universal Declaration of Human Rights . UN Doc. A/RES/217 (III). 10 december 1948. art. 28. 
2 Ibid. art. 27. 
3 WIPO. “About IP.” Accessed 14 May 2020. https://www.wipo.int/about-ip/en/. 
4 Haugen, Hans Morten. "Patent Rights and Human Rights: Exploring their Relationships." The Journal of               
World Intellectual Property 10, no. 2 (2007): 99. 
5 Hammonds, Rachel, Gorik Ooms, and Wouter Vandenhole. "Under the (Legal) Radar Screen: Global Health               
Initiatives and International Human Rights Obligations." BMC International Health and Human Rights 12, no. 1               
(2012): 1-2, 5-6. ; Lal, Mohan, Love Kumar Singh, and Munmun Rai. “Intellectual Property Rights - a Strong                  
Determinant of Economic Growth in Agriculture - a Review.” Agricultural Research Communication Centre 32.              
no. 4 (2011): 276. 
6 Lal et al. “Intellectual Property Rights.” 276. 
7 Hammonds, Rachel, Gorik Ooms, and Wouter Vandenhole. "Under the." 1-2, 5-6. ; WHO. “HIV/AIDS Data                
and Statistics.” Accessed 14 May 2020. https://www.who.int/hiv/data/en/. The spread of HIV/AIDS is called             
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this, the concept of patents can be viewed. The World Intellectual Property Organization             

states that: 

 

A patent is an exclusive right granted for an invention, which is a product or a                
process that provides, in general, a new way of doing something, or offers a new               
technical solution to a problem. […] In principle, the patent owner has the exclusive              
right to prevent or stop others from commercially exploiting the patented invention.            
In other words, patent protection means that the invention cannot be commercially            
made, used, distributed, imported or sold by others without the patent owner's            
consent.  8

 
 

Patents, which explicitly restrict the accessibility of certain inventions, are morally           

problematic, considering said intellectual objects would aid some of the world’s most            

vulnerable groups. Although patents protect the invention in question, there are examples            9

illustrating the social consequences. Drawing from this, there is an obvious need to rethink              

the current power structures related to intellectual property rights and socioeconomic human            

rights.  10

Based on the fact that patent rights could entail financial benefits which would lead to               

increased motivation for new inventions, the frameworks concerning intellectual property          

rights are said to be utilitarian. This could be argued to benefit society in the long term,                 11

while giving temporary exclusivity. A utilitarian approach does not, however, take into            

consideration the unequal distribution of the opportunities related to each invention. Medical            

patent rights, for example, contribute to premature deaths for individuals in developing states,             

by restricting the access to medicines.   12

both a pandemic and global epidemic. I have chosen to use the turn global epidemic, since this is the phrasing                    
presented by the WHO. 
8 Raj, Gerard Marshall, Rekha Priyadarshini, and Jayanthi Mathaiyan. "Drug Patents and Intellectual Property 
Rights." European Journal of Clinical Pharmacology 71, no. 4 (2015). ; WIPO. “Patents.” Accessed 14 May 
2020. https://www.wipo.int/patents/en/. 
9 Pogge, Thomas Winfried Menko. World Poverty and Human Rights: Cosmopolitan Responsibilities and             
Reforms . 2.th ed. Cambridge: Polity. 2008. 225. 
10 Flint, Adrian & Payne, Jill. “Intellectual Property Rights and the Potential for Universal Access to Treatment: 
TRIPS, ACTA and HIV/AIDS medicines.” Third World Quarterly 34, no. 3 (2013). 500, 502. 
11 Battista Ramello, Giovanni. “Access to vs. Exclusion from Knowledge: Intellectual Property, Efficiency and              
Social Justice.” In Gosseries, Axel, Alain Marciano, and Alain Strowel. Intellectual Property and Theories of               
Justice. London: Palgrave Macmillan. 2008. ; Ostergard, Robert L. "Intellectual Property: A Universal Human              
Right?" Human Rights Quarterly 21, no. 1 (1999). Both Battista Ramello and Ostergard highlight the utilitarian                
perspective to justify intellectual property rights - the consequentialist reason being the aim of maximising               
societal benefits. Granting intellectual property rights might give incentives to the creators to produce new               
intellectual objects. However, as I shall argue, this can only be tenable if the consequences of the protection of                   
intellectual property actually have a beneficial outcome on a global level. 
12 Pogge. World Poverty. 234-235. 
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Coming back to the Universal Declaration , it is apparent that the fulfilment of the              

rights stated should be achieved “through national effort and international co-operation.” It            13

requires states to, by their international co-operation, ensure that human rights are respected.             

Consequently, intellectual property rights (to some extent ), the right to development, and an             14

adequate standard of living and health could all be claimed to be human rights. When               15

intellectual property rights are granted, it in turn means restricting access to a certain              

invention. Rights which could have been fulfilled with the help of said invention, is thus               

overlooked — meaning that interests are in conflict. Patents on medicines act as an              

illustrative example. Seeing the conflicting interests of the rights mentioned, it is relevant to              

compare the different understandings of these rights - to provide a critical analysis of the               

justifications of intellectual property rights. Justifying rights is a vital point when reviewing             

conflicts of interests. Since some rights play a crucial role with respect to human welfare,               

some rights are easier to defend. When comparing the conflicting rights, the mode of              16

justification is necessary for the assessment.  

Literature Review and Previous Research 

To begin with, researchers have furnished to these issues varied perspectives and            

explanations. For instance, Daniel Attas, professor at the Department of Philosophy and            

Philosophy, Economics and Political Sciences program at the Hebrew University of           

Jerusalem, presents a Lockean understanding of intellectual property rights. Attas seeks to            

extend the Lockean theory to also include intellectual objects as property, which is an              

engaging point of reference in relation to the aim of this thesis. By contrast, Giovanni Battista                

Ramello, associate professor of industrial economics at the Università del Piemonte           

Orientale, presents his understanding of the utilitarian justification. 

Robert Ostergard, associate professor at Reno’s Political Science Department at the           

University of Nevada, offers an alternative to the traditionally presented Lockean and            

utilitarian perspectives. The reason for incorporating his view on intellectual property rights            

13 Universal Declaration of Human Rights . art. 22. 
14 Haugen. “Patent Rights.” 98. All intellectual property rights are not necessarily to be viewed as human rights,                  
and Haugen presents the issue of deciding when the protection of an intellectual object falls within the definition                  
of a human right. 
15 Universal Declaration of Human Rights . art. 22, 25(1), 27 and 28. 
16 Davis, John. "Justifying Human Rights: Economics and the Individual." Forum for Social Economics 38, no. 1                 
(2009): 79-80. 
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is to gain a social perspective on the question; and thus to some extent challenge the concept                 

of protecting ideas and knowledge as subject to property rights. Considering Ostergard argues             

that not all inventions should be protected by intellectual property rights, since it can risk               

socioeconomic human rights, it is worthwhile to compare this idea to other theories on the               

justifications of intellectual property. By doing so, it would be possible to refine the              

arguments for the protection of intellectual property. It is also relevant to draw parallels              

between Ostergard’s social perspective to the critique, which can arise from the human rights              

perspectives presented in this thesis. 

To gain a deeper insight of how rights are framed, Leonard Wayne Sumner,             

philosopher at University of Toronto focusing on ethics, political philosophy and philosophy            

of law, presents a concept of rights which is central to the human rights perspective chosen in                 

this context. His perception of rights as being legitimate claims, as well as having a core and                 

a periphery, is combined with Brian Barry’s idea of social justice. By core, it is the right itself                  

which is described. The periphery is rather referring to the surrounding institutions and the              

like, which are necessary for a right to be fulfilled. The core, as well as the periphery, of a                   

right correspond well to Brian Barry’s formulation of social justice and the fulfilment of              

rights. Barry, moral and political philosopher, presents the conflicting opinions regarding           

what obligations the rich have in relation to the poor, and the uneven power relations               

concerning these issues. In connection with the subject of intellectual property rights and             

their potential consequences, this is noteworthy. Thus, he argues that there is a need for a                

theory on social justice which can be applicable in matters relating to the power relations               

between rich and poor. This will be a useful perspective for the aim of this thesis. Barry                 

suggests the use of three terms; rights, opportunities and resources. Since they serve different              

purposes and complement each other, they act as a foundation in his theory of social justice                

and accessibility of rights.   17

Furthermore, Philippe Cullet, professor of international and environmental law at          

SOAS University of London, mainly focuses on areas such as environmental law, human             

rights and socioeconomic aspects of intellectual property rights. The points made are well             

suited, taking into consideration the human rights aspects included. By clearly stating issues             

relating to the conflicting interests of intellectual property rights and socioeconomic rights, he             

17 Barry, Brian. Why Social Justice Matters . Oxford: Polity, 2005. 19. 
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sheds light on some of the key elements to bear in mind when discussing the justification of                 

intellectual property rights. 

I have also chosen to include several points made by Thomas Pogge, leitner professor              

of philosophy and professor of political science at Yale University. The reason being that              

there are, on the one hand, explanations of justifying intellectual property rights. On the other               

hand, I believe there to be a missing aspect of the issue; namely the question of global moral                  

obligations and an equal distribution of responsibilities in an unequal world. Mainly, Pogge             

illustrates the context in which the issues of political economy can be viewed; in this case                

with the example of intellectual property rights.  

Purpose and Research Questions 

At the outset, there are reasons to believe that intellectual property rights, in practice, risk               

harming the world’s vulnerable populace — by granting exclusivity to certain inventions            

which would otherwise aid in fulfilling socioeconomic human rights. It is thus relevant to              

review some perspectives offered on the justification of intellectual property rights; as well as              

nuance the issue by highlighting the human rights aspect. Based on this premise, the aim of                

this master thesis is thus to investigate the justifications of the right to intellectual property               

and situate my research in the existing literature. This particularly concerns the            

socioeconomic rights, which can be affected by the concept of ideas and knowledge as being               

subject to property rights. The main purpose is to review as to how the ownership of ideas                 

and inventions can be justified in relation to the socioeconomic challenges faced in a global               

and transnational setting. In relation to this, it is also noteworthy to see the potential               18

limitations of intellectual property rights.  

In order to critically review the perspectives chosen, I will apply contrasting            

perspectives of rights and social justice. The aim is to establish an understanding of the               

justification of intellectual property rights, bearing the socioeconomic consequences in mind.           

Based on this, the principal research question is: How can intellectual property rights be              

18 McCorquodale, Robert. "Corporate Social Responsibility and International Human Rights Law." Journal of             
Business Ethics 87, no. S2 (2009). ; Skogly, Sigrun I. and Mark Gibney. "Transnational Human Rights                
Obligations." Human Rights Quarterly 24, no. 3 (2002). By transnational activities, I refer to those activities (as                 
well as lack of activities) which cross territorial borders relevant when discussing the jurisdiction of human                
rights. An example of such activities are international supply chains. However, I shall in the analysis argue that                  
the granting of intellectual property rights, in other words the power to decide over a certain property, is also an                    
activity with transnational consequences.  
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justified and how can it be evaluated against the backdrop of socioeconomic rights and moral               

obligations? To be able to answer the said question, I intend to elucidate three sub-questions: 

- First, how are intellectual property rights justified in the existing research chosen as             

an entry point for this thesis? 

- Drawn from this, how can the justification of intellectual property rights be            

understood as a moral concern in a socioeconomically unequal world? 

- Taking a cue from this, what questions need to be answered to better understand the               

transnational moral obligations linked to intellectual property rights? 

Theories and Method 

The theories chosen for this thesis present three perspectives on the justification of             

intellectual property rights. The first one, of Lockean nature, is presented by Attas and              

Ostergard. The main argument is based on the view that one is entitled to the product of one’s                  

labour. A Lockean justification is compelling since it does not, originally, refer to the              19

possibility to own ideas. Since information and other forms of intellectual objects have             

become more central in international trade, Attas seeks to extend the justification.            20

Ostergard’s perception of the Lockean justification is also presented as a complement, since it              

clearly refers to his own approach to justifying intellectual property rights. 

The second one is of a utilitarian sort, with the main argument that the right to                

intellectual property is given considering it entails and increased well-being of individuals            

and thus “maximizing the benefits society can obtain.” The utilitarian approach to justifying             21

intellectual property rights is worth discussing, since the argument is that granting exclusivity             

for creators would lead to maximised well-being and benefits for society. In relation to              

human rights, and patents on inventions such as medicines, it is questionable. By             

investigating the justification of intellectual property rights through a utilitarian lense, while            

contrasting with a human rights perspective, the aim is to offer an even more nuanced               

understanding of the conflicting interests at hand. To present a utilitarian perception of the              

19 Attas, Daniel. “Lockean Justifications of Intellectual Property.” In Gosseries, Axel, Alain Marciano, and Alain               
Strowel. Intellectual Property and Theories of Justice. London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2008. 
20 Ibid. 29. 
21 Ostergard. "Intellectual Property." 156-157. 
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issue, I am mainly reviewing the ideas presented by Battista Ramello. Ostergard is also              22

mentioned, since his view clearly draws parallels to his own model of justification. 

The third and last perspective offered is based on, as mentioned, Ostergard’s            

suggestions. The main argument presented advocates for a more social approach to justifying             

ownership of intellectual objects, by reason of the possibility of harming other individuals.             23

Considering Ostergard’s critique towards the Lockean and utilitarian perspectives, and that he            

argues that he fills a gap in the models for justification by incorporating a more socially just                 

alternative, it is of relevance to include in this thesis. 

To grasp the complexity of the opposing understandings of the mentioned rights, a              

comparative analysis of the justification of rights is carried out. The comparative method             

used in this thesis aims to reveal the different arguments with reference to intellectual              

property rights as well as conflicting interests relating to social justice and fulfilment of              

human rights. By investigating relevant theories, I aim to highlight the frames for which the               

owning of knowledge can be justified.  

After presenting the theories chosen, I intend to investigate how reasonable the            

theories are in relation to the fulfilment of socioeconomic human rights. The mechanism in              

hand is to review the model of justification. How are rights justified? Under which conditions               

are rights justified? Which moral aspects are critical to this form of justification? By              

engaging with these propositions, I am reviewing the three perspectives of justifications            

through the following two theories on rights; with two different aims. The first one, by               

Sumner, aspires to give rights – as a concept – a more precise meaning. Rights are, according                 

to him, more than a claim. Consequently, the criteria for something to be declared a right is                 

more extensive than only claiming it. The second one, presented by Barry, criticises the idea               

of rights as being fulfilled if the opportunities and resources are not present. On the whole,                

they offer a more demanding definition of rights. 

Limitations 

A first limitation done is choosing some relevant theories on the justification of intellectual              

property rights, as well as the justification of rights more generally and human rights more               

specifically. I do not, by any means, claim that these theories are the most exhaustive. They                

22 Battista Ramello. “Access to.” 2008. 
23 Ostergard. “Intellectual Property.” 
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are, however, relevant for the purpose of this master thesis and offer significant perspectives              

on the questions posed. By choosing three perspectives, which often seem to be referred to,               

the aim is to give a relatively nuanced basis for this thesis. It does also mean that the limit is                    

set to review these three perspectives presented by a limited group of people; which in turn                

can mean that some other meaningful perspectives are left out. This would also entail that I                

will not be able to give an exhaustive view of the question of justifying intellectual property                

rights. I did, however, choose theories which I found apt in relation to the purpose of this                 

thesis, with the aim of giving significant insight into the justifications of intellectual property              

rights.  

Furthermore, I will not include a judicial perspective, even though positive, as well as              

transnational, obligations of states are mentioned. The aim is, as previously stated, not             

necessarily to establish the legal obligations. Instead it is the moral obligations which are              

crucial; how the rights mentioned can be justified. The purpose is to view intellectual              

property rights and their justification in general, not investigating specific industries or cases.             

I will, however, discuss the international system for the protection of human rights - without               

the intention to present and investigate a judicial issue. The current system is, nonetheless,              

intriguing from a moral point of view, in relation to social justice and unequal distribution of                

power in the international community. 

Disposition 

The overall intention of this thesis is to reach an understanding of the chosen theories to                

assess the most reasonable justification of intellectual property rights. To this end, I divide              

my reasoning in several sections. First, I present the perspectives on the justification of              

intellectual property rights. The three perspectives offered are of Lockean, utilitarian and            

capability sort. With the aim to give an overview of intellectual property rights and their               

rationale, I want to present different theories of justification. The Lockean approach mainly             

gives the argument of labour and the right to the product of one’s mind, which is a relevant                  

— but not necessarily sufficient — argument for justifying the right to intellectual property. I               

then proceed to present a utilitarian perspective and shortly review it. There is also a general                

utilitarian approach to justifying human rights, which later on will be presented through             

Sumner’s The Moral Foundation of Rights . Lastly, I chose to present a capability perspective              
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offered by Ostergard, which aims to fill a gap regarding the, by Ostergard, claimed lack of a                 

moral perspective on the justification of intellectual property rights.  

After briefly reviewing the perspectives introduced, I present a moral approach. At the             

outset, Sumner’s ideas on the justification of rights are offered, to better understand the arena               

of the discussion. The main purpose is to give a clearer perception of rights; what is needed                 

for a claim to be a right and what that furthermore entails. I then proceed to present Barry’s                  

view of social justice. Even if there are flaws to his theory in relation to the subject of this                   

master thesis, I find his perspective to be relevant in regard to the fulfilment of rights. The                 

reason being that, for example, patent rights can hinder the actual access to human rights for                

individuals, thus also questioning where the responsibility lays and to what extent. 

The analysis aims to review the theories on the justification of intellectual property             

rights, in the light of the moral perspectives offered. By doing so, I seek to further review the                  

protection of intellectual property through a human rights point of view — thus offering a               

more socially fair approach to intellectual property and its protection. To conclude, I wish to               

highlight the moral issues with intellectual property rights, by examining some of the             

common perspectives of their justification. By doing so, the discussion on intellectual            

property and their protection will be yet more nuanced. 
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1 Background 

In 1994, the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (from now             

on, the TRIPS Agreement) was signed by the member states of the World Trade Organization               

(WTO). The TRIPS Agreement meant the possibility of patents for inventions such as             24

pharmaceuticals, agriculture and other technology, for a time period of 20 years — meaning              

that the holder of the patent had monopoly rights during the time stated. The TRIPS               25

Agreement has been critised for prioritising the right to intellectual property over            

socioeconomic rights, especially concerning the access to medicines. The case of medicines            26

is an example which will be mentioned on several occasions in this thesis, to contextualise               

the conflicting interests at hand.  

Intellectual property is a relatively new term, even though the laws concerning the             

issue started to form during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. They often refer to              27

copyrights, patents, trademarks and the like, and serve the purpose of protecting the interests              

of the owner of a certain creation. The aim is to protect the right to property, by offering                  28

some exclusivity to the creator for a certain amount of time, often due to the economic value                 

of some inventions. This means that the usage of inventions protected by patents are              29

restricted. Intellectual property rights can be described as monopolistic privileges, meaning           

that the patent-holder must approve the usage of his or her invention. The restriction of the                

usage of an invention is thus the very aim of intellectual property rights.  30

 

Property rights have been a powerful device for promoting trade development,           
markets and efficiency throughout human history. What is not owned cannot be            
traded. Hence, a well-defined set of property rights is central to trade.  31

 
 
Relevant to mention is the economic importance of intellectual property rights. Even though             32

it can be argued that they are central in relation to international trade, considering the power                

24 Collste, Göran. “Specifying Rights: the Case of TRIPS.” Public Health Ethics 4. no. 1 (2011): 63. 
25 Ibid. 63-64. 
26 Ibid. 63. 
27 Muzaka, Valbona. The Politics of Intellectual Property Rights and Access to Medicines . Basingstoke:              
Palgrave Mcxmillan, 2011. 20-21. 
28  Haugen. “Patent Rights.”  99. 
29  Haugen. “Patent Rights.”  99. ; Muzaka. The Politics . 20. 
30 Muzaka. The Politics .  20. 
31 Battista Ramello. “Access to.” 73. 
32 Ibid. 
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relations existing in the global market, there is a lack of a social justice perspective.               33

Furthermore, even though sharing is a key issue in the realm of knowledge, knowledge is               

now owned by a more influential group than those who can be protected by the knowledge                

gained.  34

Intellectual property rights can interfere with several human rights. An example of the             

conflicting interests is the case of HIV/AIDS. The discovery of an effective treatment             35

turned out to not be a useful solution for a large group affected by the virus, considering the                  

price was set too high. On the one hand, it can be said to be the state’s responsibility to                   

ensure the right to health by offering adequate health care for those suffering from              

HIV/AIDS. On the other hand, it can also be argued not to be reasonable to assume this is                  

possible in economically vulnerable states. There is thus a clear implication that patent             36

rights lead to difficulties to ensure some human rights, especially in states without the              

financial possibilities to ensure the rights of the individuals within their jurisdiction.            

According to Thomas Pogge, the least fulfilled rights, globally, are the socioeconomic rights             

stated in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights  article 25:  37

 

1. Everyone has the right to a standard of living adequate for the health and               
well-being of himself and of his family, including food, clothing, housing and            
medical care and necessary social services, and the right to security in the event of               
unemployment, sickness, disability, widowhood, old age or other lack of livelihood           
in circumstances beyond his control.  38

 

Thomas Pogge presents the idea that the issue of poverty is able to persist, because poverty                

alleviation is not viewed as morally compelling due to unequal power relations. It is simply               

not morally aggravating enough to draw enough attention to it. Pogge continues to mention              39

Marx’s historical materialism, in relation to the uneven, and thus unjust, prioritising of the              

dominant groups’ common interests. Considering the lack of influence for the world’s poor,             40

due to malnutrition and the lack of education, the interests prioritised tend to be of those with                 

more power; other state’s governments, corporations and the likes. Even though this is the              41

33 Ibid. 73-74. 
34 Ibid. 74. 
35 Ostergard. “Intellectual Property.” 169-170. 
36 Ibid. 
37 Pogge. World Poverty. 97. 
38 Universal Declaration of Human Rights . art. 25(1). 
39 Pogge. World Poverty. 3. 
40 Ibid. 4. 
41 Ibid. 97-98. 
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case, Pogge also argues that the idea of the morally equal status of individuals is widely                

acknowledged today, which in turn makes it harder to justify poverty from a moral point of                

view. Furthermore, he states two criteria which he means are necessary looking at the global               42

economic order: “social rules should be liable to peaceful change by any large majority of               

those on whom they are imposed” as well as “life-threatening poverty must be avoided.”              43

Pogge also states that “Insofar as is reasonably possible, an economic order must be shaped to                

produce an economic distribution such that its participants can meet their most basic standard              

needs.”  44

Even if there is an important aspect of power in relation to global economy and trade,                

which also entails a political aspect of intellectual property rights, it is not emphasised              

enough — especially with regard to human rights. Philippe Cullet points at three main issues               

regarding the fact that the fields of human rights and intellectual property protection have not               

been investigated properly together, during the time they have developed; even though it is              

apparent that there are conflicting interests between the two. The first issue concerns the              

adoption of the TRIPS Agreement and the fulfilment of the right to health, which has become                

a more clear issue after the adoption of the agreement. The second problem surfacing is the                

need to clarify the foundation as to which individuals’ right to intellectual property can be               

justified as a human right. A third issue, Cullet argues, is the question of the contribution to                 

knowledge, which as for now is not protected in an adequate manner.  45

The protection of intellectual property rights is well recognised and acts as an             

encouragement to develop new ideas and inventions. There is, however, a human rights             

perspective that is not investigated enough according to Cullet. Socioeconomic rights are            

mentioned, where patent laws to some extent recognise the conflicting interest which can             

arise due to patent rights. There is thus a need for a balance between the interests mentioned,                 

to on the one hand encourage new inventions and on the other hand not risk the fulfilment of                  

other human rights which otherwise can be at risk.  46

There is thus a clear conflict between intellectual property rights and socioeconomic            

rights. The question regarding what can be considered to be a legitimate right and how strong                

42 Ibid. 
43 Ibid. 102. 
44 Ibid. 102. 
45 Cullet, Philippe. “Human Rights and Intellectual Property Protection in the TRIPS Era.” Human Rights               
Quarterly. no. 29 (2007): 403. 
46 Ibid. 404. 
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said right is, is thus relevant. Property is sometimes claimed to be a fundamental human right,                

while there still never has been a consensus on the question. The reason being that some                47

property can be needed to fulfill some human rights such as access to food, shelter and health.                 

Cullet states that property rights historically mostly have concerned material property, rather            

than intellectual property. The reason simply being that the concept of owning knowledge is              

newer. The TRIPS Agreement has also made it more apparent that the protection of              

intellectual property is negatively affecting developing states; for example the access to            

HIV/AIDS medicines in sub-Saharan African states. The TRIPS Agreement also changed the            

discourse on intellectual property rights, to include a more moral perspective on the problems              

which can arise.  48

Cullet argues that the main elements of intellectual property rights are economic and             

moral, where the moral aspects have a direct connection to human rights. The idea that               49

patent rights encourage economic and technological development is one of the contributing            

factors for their existence; the balance between societal impact of these rights were not              

investigated thoroughly. This also means that the consequences of intellectual property rights,            

in relation to the realisation of human rights, have not been fully explored.  50

Another aspect to bear in mind, is the question of transnational responsibilities.            

Non-state actors, in this case creators of intellectual objects, are mainly seen as moral              

duty-bearers; meaning that they are not necessarily legally obligated to ensure that human             

rights are respected in relation to their business. The human rights framework refers to states               

as the legal duty-bearers, with the responsibility to ensure that human rights are respected and               

fulfilled. The question of transnational obligations, from a moral point of view, will be              51

mentioned later on in relation to intellectual property rights. Generally, states are aware of the               

human rights violations both within their jurisdiction and across borders, committed by            

private actors. This is relevant in relation to the question of how the system for intellectual                52

property rights is framed by states and international organisations for co-operation, like the             

WTO. 

47 Ibid. 405. 
48 Ibid. 404. 
49 Ibid. 404. 
50 Ibid. 412. 
51 Skogly and Gibney. “Transnational Human.” 781.  
52 McCorquodale. "Corporate Social.” 389. 
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The access to the right to health differs greatly between high and low income states.               53

Even though this is the case, transnational co-operation tends to not be emphasised as much               

as needed under international human rights law. The recognition of transnational human            54

rights violations has increased, meaning that the extraterritorial actions from states and their             

agents are being more observed. Addressing states’ extraterritorial responsibilities has thus           55

become a more serious matter during the past decades — even if such an obligation is not                 

clearly visible in international human rights law. The global financial inequalities show the             

need for international co-operation as well as transnational obligations of actors (both state             

and non-state). Otherwise, the right to health among other rights risk not being realised for               

socioeconomically disadvantaged individuals.  56

 
 

  

53 Hammonds, Ooms, and Vandenhole. "Under the." 1-2. 
54 Ó Cuinn, Gearóid and Sigrun Skogly. "Understanding Human Rights Obligations of States Engaged in Public                
Activity Overseas: The Case of Transnational Education." The International Journal of Human Rights 20, no. 6                
(2016). 761-762. 
55 Ibid. 761. Ó Cuinn and Skogly mainly focuses on the jurisdiction of the European Convention on Human                  
Rights , but the points made regarding transnational human rights violations are still apt for the aim of this paper                   
- since they exemplify the need to extend the understanding of extraterritorial obligations. 
56 Hammonds, Ooms, and Vandenhole. "Under the." 1-2, 5. 
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2 Perspectives on the Justification of Intellectual Property Rights 

The question of justification is necessary when arguing and determining the conflicting            

interests which can arise in relation to different rights. Concerning intellectual property            

rights, it is of significance to review different theories on not only the overall justification of                

ideas and knowledge as property, but also to what extent the protection and exclusivity of               

intellectual property can be argued to be valid. 

Regarding the justification of intellectual property rights, there are mainly three           

perspectives which will be explored; a Lockean labour perspective, a utilitarian approach as             

well as a more social perspective taking capabilities into consideration. Generally, they seek             

to justify property rights of intellectual objects — even though there can be difficulties doing               

so. Furthermore, there are also limitations presented in relation to the justification, which is              

relevant considering the conflicting socioeconomic rights. There is thus an issue with            

justifying the property of all intellectual objects, even if some seem to be justified.  

There is much to say regarding the perspectives presented and I seek to make a               

relevant comparison of them in relation to each other. Even if they can be questioned, they                

bring important points to the discussion on justifying intellectual property rights.. 

2.1 A Lockean Perspective 

The Lockean theory on property rights is a foundational perspective to draw parallels from,              

when discussing the idea of having the right to owning ideas. Justifying property rights              57

through a Lockean perspective is mainly done by the argument of labour. If an object is                

created through an individual's labour, it can be viewed as property of that person; the reason                

being that it is an extension of the individual.  58

Even if Locke did not necessarily think of ideas as property, he did however argue for                

the right to property in general. Both Attas and Ostergard investigate the Lockean             

justification of intellectual property, to review the possibilities to extend the theory to also              

include ideas as property. First, it is established that the right to property is to be seen as a                   

natural right, meaning that it is not necessarily dependent on laws or similar contracts, but               

57 Ostergard. “Intellectual Property.” 156-157. 
58 Ibid. 159. 
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rather on the idea of entitlement of certain rights as a human being. For example clothing or                 59

shelter are easily justified, considering they are essential for an adequate standard of living.              

This does, however, also mean that the property can only be used for such things necessary to                 

live a decent life.  60

Another reason for the justification of ideas as property, and thus worth granting             

exclusivity, is that they can be a part of the welfare of a person and needed for the                  

individual’s life plans. A question which arises is what can be viewed to be necessary for                61

the fulfilment of a life-long plan, seeing the economic value which arises when there are               

more opportunities than what is absolutely necessary for subsistence. I would like to             

emphasise the conflicting rights relevant in relation to this. On the one hand, it can be argued                 

that the economic value of a certain invention is needed for the creator’s life plan — and thus                  

justifying intellectual property rights. On the other hand, it is of significance to understand              

that this, in turn, could mean that other individuals’ rights are being less prioritised. The               

unequal economic order is also a serious matter with respect to this; is the economic value                

gained reasonable, when more vulnerable groups are severely negatively affected by the same             

property protection? There is, without doubt, a need to be able to balance the rights which are                 

in conflict with each other. 

If we seek to extend the Lockean justification of property rights to also include ideas               

as property, several things can be noted. The main difference to highlight is that ideas are not                 

consumed the same way as actual physical assets such as food. The value of a certain idea                 

can decrease when used, even though ideas are not necessarily destroyed in their usage. The               

decreasing value can be due to improved or more relevant inventions. Attas states the              62

following: 

 
In any case, ideas lose their value only when they are succeeded by other ideas.               
Moreover, the same ideas can be used simultaneously by an unlimited number of             
people. Use by one does not hinder use by another.  63

 
 
There is thus a clear difference between ideas as property as well as material assets as                

property, since “ideas cannot be overexploited or under-maintained since they are not subject             

59 Attas. “Lockean Justifications.” 29-30. 
60 Ibid. 31. 
61 Ibid. 31-33. 
62 Ibid. 33-35. 
63 Ibid. 33. 
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to physical deterioration.” As noted above, it can thus be a possible motivator, and therefore               64

encourage more inventions rather than ending up in the tragedy of the commons. 

Two questions answered by Attas are (1) why we should own things, and (2) who               

owns what. Regarding why we should own things, the main difference between ideas versus              

physical assets as property is that ideas are non-rival, meaning they can be used              

simultaneously by different actors. Attas also argues that on contrary to non-intellectual            

property, intellectual property can increase in value if used more, seeing that the more a               

product is spread the more integrated and thus necessary it can be within a certain industry                

(for example Microsoft Office). However, if the market value of an idea decreases due to               

simultaneous use, the value can be viewed as being affected. Regarding who is entitled to               65

ownership, it is worth noting the Lockean concept of self-ownership; the idea that an              

individual owns not only their own body, but also the products and activities of their own                

body. In relation to this, one should take into consideration that some intellectual objects are               66

the result of a cumulative process, which makes it more difficult to establish entitlement to               

ownership.   67

Ostergard mentions two limitations, with reference to the Lockean model. They are            

relevant to consider, in relation to social justice and human rights. The first one states that                

one has the right to said property, as long as it does not affect other individuals in a negative                   

way. One can thus only own the amount which would not risk other people’s well-being, for                

example. In relation to the conflicting socioeconomic rights mentioned in this thesis, this is              

particularly engaging. The other limitation presented is also of relevance, considering it has             

to do with the amount which is reasonable to own. The amount is decided on how much an                  

individual can use before it is destroyed and thus cannot be used anymore.  68

Seeing the first limitation, that other individuals are not to be negatively affected by              

the ownership, several things can be noted. A first question is what negatively affected means               

in this context? Two criteria are presented: “if (1) they lose the opportunity to improve their                69

situation by a particular appropriation; or (2) they are no longer able to use freely what they                 

64 Ibid. 35. 
65 Ibid. 35-36. 
66 Ibid. 37. 
67 Ostergard. “Intellectual Property.” 159. 
68 Ibid. 
69 Ibid. 160. 
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could previously use.” This will be mentioned later on, with reference to access to              70

medicines. Meanwhile, I want to introduce another common statement; that without the            

creator, the invention might not have been invented in the first place. This would, in turn,                

lead to a justification of ownership of a certain idea.  In relation to this, Attas also states that: 71

 

Moreover, since no one can be harmed by an appropriation of something that would              
not otherwise exist, the appropriation of an idea by its originator necessarily            
conforms to the Lockean proviso.  72

 

If only some individuals have access to for example a medicine, because these are the ones                

having the financial possibilities to do so, the ones not having access are affected negatively               

in a relative sense. In light of this in relation to the limitations of the Lockean justification, it                  73

is clear that there are some difficulties applying it to intellectual property rights. 

There are also other issues with applying a Lockean perspective on intellectual            

objects. Ostergard describes the issue of technology; “technology that is developed by one             74

person is often employed in new products without ownership privileges being granted to its              

creator.” If one uses the argument of labour as a basis for property rights, it is made more                  75

difficult to justify in cases where the product is the result of a cumulative inventive process.                

A contra argument to this is that on the one hand, one can argue ownership rights over                 

something one contributes to. On the other hand, it can also mean that one loses the property                 

rights. As Ostergard states it “why should the act of mixing labor justify the ownership of                

previously unowned property?”  76

Through a Lockean perspective, the main reason to justify intellectual property rights            

is to claim that ideas derive from a person’s mind and that ideas and inventions are the                 

product of labour. The limitations presented, especially regarding not having a negative            77

impact on other individuals, are relevant to bear in mind while discussing the issue in relation                

to socioeconomic human rights. 

70 Ibid. 
71 Attas. “Lockean Justification.” 52. 
72 Ibid. 
73 Ostergard. “Intellectual Property.” 160. 
74 Ibid. 159. 
75 Ibid. 
76 Ibid. 
77 Attas. “Lockean Justification.” 52. 
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2.1.1 A Short Review of the Lockean Justification 

Several points have been made by Attas and Ostergard through the Lockean justification of              

intellectual property rights. Looking at the aspect of labour as justifying ownership of             

intellectual objects, the Lockean take on the issue partly fails to justify the ownership of               

intellectual objects, because they can be a product of a cumulative process. There is thus an                

issue of justifying ownership, if there are several creators in the process — not always               

connected to each other. 

Viewing the moral aspects of a Lockean justification of intellectual property rights,            

there are several things to note. On the one hand, property in general can be said to be                  

justified to some extent through this perspective. On the other hand intellectual property can              

be argued to be more difficult to justify. Seeing the limitations stated, such as individuals               

being negatively affected, there is much to bear in mind. The question of how to define when                 

someone is being negatively affected will be discussed later on in this thesis, but as for now I                  

will note that there are generally two sides of the discussion. First, the argument that               

intellectual property rights can be justified, because individuals are not worse off if a              

medicine or the like is not made accessible. The situation is unaffected. Secondly, there is the                

argument of being relatively worse off; when only some individuals have access to said              

medicine. Through this perspective, it is not possible to justify that all intellectual objects can               

be protected. If they, in some way, have a negative impact on others they cannot be justified.                 

This, in turn, would mean that some objects cannot be granted exclusivity at all — depending                

on the consequences faced.  

Even though the Lockean justification of intellectual property rights seeks to make the             

argument of the product of labour being property, the limitations stated makes it clear that not                

all inventions can be granted exclusivity. If they can be, it might not be the same kind of                  

exclusivity. The model also fails to include a social perspective adequate enough to handle              

the conflicting interests of human rights and intellectual property rights. The question of             

unequal opportunities and an unjust distribution of responsibility, seeing the transnational           

impact of powerful states, is for example not taken into consideration. 
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2.2 A Utilitarian Perspective 

Another perspective on the justification of intellectual property rights is the utilitarian one;             

with the main argument that the right to intellectual property is given since it means               

“maximizing the benefits society can obtain.” It also has to do with the well-being of               78

individuals, thus also benefiting society. Utilitarianism in relation to intellectual property           79

rights is also described as following: 

 

utilitarianism conforms to our inner sense of social responsibility; that is, the idea             
that the well-being of humans matters, and moral rules must be subjected to tests for               
their consequences on human well-being.  80

 

The utilitarian justification of intellectual property rights focuses on more than the basic right              

to property. Battista Ramello highlights that a main argument in justifying knowledge as             

property is by stating that the exclusive rights lead to incentive for the creator to produce new                 

ideas, thus leading to increased innovation. Furthermore, it is relevant to mention that some              81

exclusivity can increase motivation for new inventions, even though it is also clear that              

accessibility of knowledge is important for several reasons. For example, being able to access              

knowledge leads to increased efficiency. Building upon this argument, he also mentions that             82

the granting of intellectual property rights “addresses a specific market failure: the            

underproduction of knowledge because of the lack of profitability”. It is also said that the               83

protection of intellectual property aims to give the creator of the intellectual object time to               

“recover their initial investment and make a modest profit in exchange for the knowledge.”  84

Battista Ramello does mention some consequences regarding such a utilitarian          

approach; even though some exclusivity can indeed give incentive to the creation of new              

ideas, the exclusion from consuming the said inventions affects individuals who might have             

gained from the usage.   85

 

78 Ostergard. “Intellectual Property.” 156-157. 
79 Ibid. 163. 
80 Ibid. 
81 Battista Ramello. “Access to.” 74. 
82 Ibid. 
83 Ibid. 75. 
84 Ostergard. “Intellectual Property.” 164. 
85 Battista Ramello. “Access to.” 76. 
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Knowledge is a valuable scarce resource — although being a public good, it is              
scarce in production and not in consumption — and requires that enclosures be built              
to avoid free riding and thus promote productive efficiency.  86

 

An additional argument presented by Battista Ramello is that extensive property rights            

covering ideas and knowledge cannot only lead to decreased efficiency, but also social             

consequences, by the lack of accessibility. Another critique regarding the utilitarian           87

approach is that it lacks the ability to consider the differences which might exist between               

individuals. It is also argued that utilitarianism is not individualistic, considering it looks at              

society as a whole.   88

 

As economist Amartya Sen argues, the elimination of society’s ills is justified in             
utility theory only if there is a net utility through their removal. Of course, Sen’s               
refutation has direct consequences for IP rights. The burden on utilitarians is to             
justify property rights based on an overall improvement in the general welfare.  89

 

As mentioned, it is mentioned that if intellectual property rights are not granted to intellectual               

objects, creating new ideas and inventions would not be as motivating. However, the             

argument is that the utilitarian approach will benefit the society’s long-term development,            

with short-time negative consequences. Two questions related to this are (1) if it really does               

benefit society long-term, and (2) how to weigh the benefits and consequences against each              

other.  90

Drawing from previous statements, a utilitarian approach to justifying intellectual          

property rights suggests that all intellectual objects, as well as their creators, are depending on               

the protection of their products. This is not the case. Ostergard gives the example of movie                

producers being more dependent on copyright than people within academia, as well as small              

inventors being more dependent on patents than larger actors (such as corporations).            91

Ostergard suggests that the profits made initially by the exclusivity property rights offer, is              

enough to encourage the production of ideas and inventions, with the argument that “product              

market share is more important to large corporations than long-term IPR protection.” It is              92

86 Ibid. 77. 
87 Ibid. 
88 Ostergard. “Intellectual Property.” 163. 
89 Ibid. 
90 Ibid. 
91 Ibid. 164. 
92 Ibid. 
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thus evident that the exclusivity granted gives incentives to new ideas and inventions, but it is                

also a question of how extensive the exclusivity granted needs to be to act as motivation to                 

new ideas.  A valid point is given by Ostergard: 93

 

The utilitarian argument that strong IPR protection leads to economic progress is            
deeply rooted in the Western theoretical tradition that emphasizes private property           
and its importance to Western economic development.  94

 

It is also crucial to view the power relations related to both the influence of the protection of                  

intellectual property rights, as well as the current discourse on intellectual property protection.             

An important reason to bear this in mind is due to the already existing power relations                

between the global North and South, regarding for example patents on medicines.  95

2.2.1 A Short Review of the Utilitarian Justification 

A utilitarian approach reveals an essential aspect of the justification of intellectual property             

rights, considering the fact that Sumner’s concept of rights also takes a utilitarian form to               

some extent. This will, however, be presented later on. The main goal of a utilitarian               

perspective is to maximise the overall positive outcome of a certain decision or action. In               

relation to intellectual property rights, Battista Ramello argues that the exclusivity granted            

gives incentive for creators to produce new ideas and inventions. To some extent, this can be                

true. Without some form of exclusivity, it can be difficult for the inventor to compensate for                

the initial investment and the work following. I believe that a relevant question is how far the                 

exclusivity can be argued to be fair, as well as if all ideas and inventions are entitled to the                   

same protection. Even if new medicines, for example, can aid people in theory, it is not                

certain that that would be the case in practice if given extensive exclusivity to the creator. If                 

an invention is not accessible, it would not reach its full potential of doing good. A utilitarian                 

argument would then be to limit the exclusivity, to maximise the health and thus well-being               

of individuals in need of the medicine invented. 

93 Ibid. 165. 
94 Ibid. 
95 Ibid. 
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2.3 A Capability Perspective 

Previously, I have mentioned both the Lockean labour approach to intellectual property            

rights, as well as the utilitarian perspective of patents giving creators incentive to develop              

new ideas. Robert Ostergard presents a third viewpoint, namely a social perspective which he              

suggests will fill a gap in the discussion. Even though Ostergard presents both the Lockean               

and utilitarian arguments and states that they overlap, he also introduces a third way; that               

only some intellectual property rights can be viewed as justified, in relation to states’              

responsibilities to protect the conflicting human rights. Even if Ostergard views this as             96

filling a gap, I would argue that the previous perspectives presented do in fact offer               

reasonable limitations — which in turn means that a social perspective is included.             

Reviewing Ostergard’s proposal will, thereby, aid in grasping the limitations of the right to              

protect intellectual objects. 

To begin with, Ostergard presents mainly two arguments to prove his point of the              

human rights take on the issue. The first being the possibility to value intellectual property in                

relation to “physical welfare.” The second one is that the discourse must change, meaning              97

that one should also include the perspectives from “consumers and the national welfare”.             98

Furthermore, he points out that both arguments focus on states’ responsibilities to fulfill the              

human rights of the people within their jurisdiction. I would also suggest that the              99

responsibility for international cooperation to fulfill human rights globally should be           

incorporated, as I will discuss later. 

The complementary perspective offered by Ostergard draws parallel to Amartya Sen’s           

capability theory and economic development, even if Ostergard mainly focuses on physical            

needs rather than having an overall reference to the theory in question. The starting point is                100

that development is to be seen as an “expansion of people’s capabilities.” By stating this as                101

the foundation when talking about development, it is possible to highlight the importance of              

96 Ibid. 156-157. 
97 Ibid. 157-158. 
98 Ibid. 
99 Ibid. 
100 Ibid. 168-169. 
101 Ibid. 168. 
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individuals rather than society as a whole. The main goal of this approach is to integrate three                 

main components; “expansion of commodities, an increase in utility, and basic needs.”   102

Moreover, Ostergard presents an interpretation of capabilities, namely the fulfilment          

of physical needs such as being well-nourished, clothed, sheltered and of good health. The              103

capabilities mentioned are to be viewed as socioeconomic rights, which are precisely the             

conflicting rights previously mentioned. Additionally, the availability of resources is a crucial            

aspect with respect to capabilities, meaning that resources need to be accessible and             

affordable for individuals in need. Otherwise, the fulfilment of rights needed for the             

well-being of individuals is at stake.  104

By referring to Sen, Ostergard presents the idea of capabilities as being dependent, to              

some extent, on access to the goods which individuals are entitled to. Furthermore, he              105

states that the “entitlement a person has reflects the rules of the entitlement system.” He               106

also notes that it is not necessarily the owning of the goods to ensure the physical well-being                 

which is essential, but rather the ability to access it when needed. The example of access to                 

medicines is given as an illustration; a price set too high makes the medicine inaccessible in                

practice, even if it can be argued to be accessible in theory considering its existence.               107

Medicines have a direct link to people’s physical well-being, to such an extent that it can                

determine life and death; especially since there often are not reasonable alternatives in the              

case of patented medicines. The main point made by Ostergard is thus that it is crucial to                 

ensure that the property needed to achieve one’s full potential is accessible.  108

Ostergard also makes a relevant distinction between developed and developing states,           

regarding their opportunities to ensure the fulfilment of human rights. He argues that             

developed states have more possibilities to meet both the right to intellectual property, as well               

as the socioeconomic rights which can be at stake. While developed states can both grant               

rights to intellectual property and ensure that those not being able to afford certain medicines,               

for example, get financial help for the access to medicine, this is not necessarily the case for                 

102 Ibid. 
103 Ibid. 
104 Britz, Johannes, Anthony Hoffmann, Shana Ponelis, Michael Zimmer, and Peter Lor. "On Considering the               
Application of Amartya Sen's Capability Approach to an Information-Based Rights Framework." Information            
Development 29, no. 2 (2013): 111-112. 
105 Ostergard. “Intellectual Property.” 168. 
106 Ibid. 169. 
107 Ibid. 
108 Ibid. 169-170. 
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developing states. By doing this, a developed state can balance the conflicting interests             

present. If a state does not have the financial possibilities to implement social policies to help                

those who would not be able to access the medicine needed, they cannot balance the               

conflicting interests to the same extent. This, in turn, means that more financially weak states               

cannot fulfill the socioeconomic rights which are at risk to be violated in the case of the                 

protection of intellectual property.  109

The solution suggested by Ostergard can be reasoned to fall somewhere in between             

granting all intellectual property rights and granting none, considering both these extremes            

are unsatisfying. By using the hierarchy of intellectual property as a framework, one can              

determine which intellectual objects are entitled to protection. Furthermore, Ostergard          

proclaims that the decision regarding what intellectual objects are entitled to protection, one             

should take two goals into consideration. The first one is to “provide for the physical               

well-being of the state’s people”, while the other one is to “integrate the technology into an                

indigenous research and development program that will contribute to solutions for some of             

the problems that the state faces in providing goods for the physical well-being of its people.”               

Ostergard points to an obvious issue with this approach; the difficulties to balance the               110

interests of both the creators and the people whose rights might risk to not be fulfilled.                

Another question is also if the (developed) states would be willing to agree to such a                

suggestion, considering the rights of the creators of the intellectual objects.  111

Inventors do, on the one hand, have a right not to share the knowledge they have                

invented — which can be the case if it is not protected in a desired way. On the other hand,                    

they also have a moral obligation to aid those in need. Ostergard notes that “rights to material                 

things are determined by whether having the object violates the rights of another individual.”             

In relation to this argument, he also mentions that the creators have a right to their property                  112

(considering intellectual objects are viewed as property in developed states), and that the             

unfulfilment of socioeconomic rights in developing states are not to be blamed on the owners               

of intellectual property — the problems existed even before their inventions were created. In              

turn, this means that states wanting to use certain inventions also must pay doing so.   113

109 Ibid. 170-171. 
110 Ibid. 172. 
111 Ibid. 
112 Ibid. 
113 Ibid. 172-173. 
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Ostergard offers an alternative approach to intellectual property rights; what he calls            

the principle of priority. This principle can be described as acknowledging the rights of the               

creators, while also seeing it in the light of other people’s rights. This is based on the idea that                   

some duties are viewed as more important than some rights, which I will emphasise later on                

when referring to transnational moral obligation. An obvious question in relation to this             

statement is how one determines the priority of rights and duties. Ostergard gives the              

example of profit versus well-being, stating that profit would not be a reasonable priority if               

the well-being of individuals are at risk. He does, however, not give an implementable              114

suggestion as to how to weigh rights, and thus interests, against each other. The other               

perspectives presented do present a similar principle of priority, where they offer clear             

limitations to their models of justification of intellectual property rights. It is thus of              

importance to acknowledge that the gap Ostergard seeks to fill is not necessarily a gap he fills                 

— he rather offers a complementary view of the issue. 

2.3.1 A Short Review of the Capabilities Perspective 

Ostergard seeks to fill an existing gap in the discussion on justifying intellectual property              

rights. By applying a capability perspective, and thus also including the aspect of human              

rights in the discussion, he highlights some of the main moral issues. Capabilities are              

described as the fulfilment of physical needs and individuals are dependent on the goods              

necessary to fulfill these physical needs — which are, in human rights terms, socioeconomic              

rights. To fulfill the right to health, the relevant medicines are needed. This means that               

patents on medicines are not aiding in the fulfilment of the right to health. The example of                 

medicines illustrates the issue well, but there are examples of biotechnical inventions and             

educational materials as well. I believe Ostergard is pinpointing an important aspect in the              

discussion on intellectual property rights, namely that all inventions are not entitled to the              

same kind of exclusivity. If there are reasons to believe that human rights can be at risk of not                   

being fulfilled, one can question the extent of property rights.  

  

114 Ibid. 174. 
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3 Human Rights Perspectives 

In the previous section three different justificatory frames for intellectual property rights were             

discussed. Taking their limitations into consideration, in the following section I intend to             

scrutinise these justificatory premises from the perspective of human rights. To be able to              

critically review the three perspectives presented, I chose to apply Sumner’s, as well as              

Barry’s, understanding of rights and social justice. The aspects presented by Sumner suggest             

that rights are to be viewed as legitimate claims with both a right-holder as well as a                 

corresponding duty-bearer. Furthermore, he proposes that rights have both a core and a             

periphery — a perspective which to some extent intersects with Barry’s understanding of             

rights. Barry offers the idea that, in this case, socioeconomic human rights consists of three               

parts; (1) a declared right, (2) the opportunities, and (3) the resources needed to be able to                 

exercise the right. The aim is that these perspectives on rights and social justice will aid in the                  

review of the justifications of intellectual property rights. 

3.1 Rights as Legitimate Claims 

To grasp the concept of rights, some foundational components need to be established.             

Sumner portrays rights as claims on the construction of social and legal norms. A moral right                

is thus still existent, even if it is not mirrored in the judicial system. However, it cannot stand                  

on its own, meaning it is rather a way of morally justifying conventional rights. To better                115

conceptualise the justification of rights, the idea of moral claims sheds light on the potential               

lack in the current framework. For instance, intellectual property rights are to be seen as               

conventional rights, with a moral dimension looking at arguments previously presented in            

this thesis. The conflicting socioeconomic rights, while being morally justified rights           

considering the consequences if not fulfilled, are not necessarily mentioned as limitations for             

intellectual property rights with reference to transnational moral obligations . Consequently,          116

the moral justification of conventional rights — as well as rights which ought to exist in                

practice — is a crucial point to include.  

115 Jones, Peter. Moral Rights, Human Rights and Social Recognition. Vol. 61. London, England: SAGE               
Publications, 2013. 268-269. 
116 Universal Declaration of Human Rights . art. 27.  
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There are especially some aspects of Sumner’s view on the moral justification of             

rights I want to focus on; more specifically the understanding of rights as legitimate claims               

and rights as having a core as well as a periphery. Describing human rights as being                

utilitarian is also a relevant perspective to bear in mind.  

Sumner presents a noteworthy view on how to justify rights. He declares that a              

majority of debates in liberal societies refer to rights; either on one side or both in the                 

discussions, which is also apparent with regard to the conflicting interests presented in this              

thesis.  117

 

In the international arena, meanwhile, the language of human rights has become the             
accepted currency for both the criticism and defence of the economic, diplomatic,            
cultural, humanitarian, and military policies of nation states.  118

 

Sumner poses an important question relating to the increased popularity of claiming rights,             

namely which rights are legitimate and not. In turn, this also entails a question on which                

rights should be “taken seriously” and not. Furthermore, Sumner also raises the challenge             119

of two genuine rights in conflict and the difficulties handling such a situation. He refers to                

human rights documents as a “catalogue of basic human rights”. These documents are thus              120

an attempt to reach consensus, to some extent, on which rights can be viewed as genuine.                

Human rights documents would thus, through their very existence, “serve as an authority.”             121

By trying to reach consensus, the rights stated can be seen as quite general. There are several                 

issues with this argument, according to Sumner. The first one highlighted is that the more               

general a right is, the more ambiguous it also becomes considering the lack of a more specific                 

framework.   122

Sumner states that for a claim to be a right, there must be an answering part with the                  

obligation to answer the claimed right. The claim made must also be legitimate. If a claim                123

is legitimate it means that the corresponding part has some responsibilities in relation to the               

claim made. If there is no corresponding part, a claim cannot be made regarding a right.                

Furthermore, there are three dimensions to take into consideration; the content of a right, its               

117 Sumner, Leonard Wayne. The Moral Foundation of Rights . Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1987. 1-3. 
118 Ibid. 3. 
119 Ibid. 4. 
120 Ibid. 
121 Ibid. 
122 Ibid. 5. 
123 Ibid. 8-9, 16, 35. 
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scope and its strength. The content is the claim; what one has a right to do, or what someone                   

else has to do. The scope has to do with who the right-holder and the duty-bearer are. The                  

strength concerns possible conflicting moral interests. These three dimensions are relevant           124

in relation to intellectual property rights, considering the moral aspect of granting exclusive             

rights to for example medicines.  

Looking at a utilitarian approach to justifying rights, the main claim is that human              

rights can be justified, seeing that it would maximise the positive outcome in some regard —                

at least that is the goal. Since human rights are universal, they can also be justified as                 

contributing to universal well-being — thus with a goal of maximising the well-being of              

individuals. A consequentialist approach, like the one mentioned, is judging each action            

based on its potential consequences. Sumner does not necessarily state that this has to be the                

case, though. The main purpose is thus not as important as the actual consequences.  125

 
Consequentialists need not care what we count as belonging to the intrinsic nature of              
an action and what we count as belonging to its outcome. Their claim is that among                
all the aspects of an action only one matters, namely the difference it makes to the                
promotion of some favoured global value.  126

 
Since the aim of both sides can be seen as to fill a utilitarian goal of global value, this                   

statement is relevant when discussing intellectual property rights versus socioeconomic          

human rights. This is done by either referring to the fulfilment of human rights as being of                 

global value (and intellectual property rights thus limiting access to for example the right to               

health), or the protection of intellectual objects as promoting inventions serving this purpose. 

Another significant point made by Sumner, as previously stated, is that of a core and               

periphery of a right. 

 

The core of a right defines both its content (what it is a right to) and its scope (who                   
holds the right against whom). […] The periphery of a right is then composed of any                
further ingredients which are added in order to enhance or protect its core.  127

 
 
I believe this description to be relevant, considering granting intellectual property rights can             

be seen as the periphery of a right. If the core is a right to health, the periphery consists of                    

factors such as access to relevant medicines. With respect to Brian Barry’s theory on social               

124 Ibid. 124. 
125 Ibid. 105, 169-170, 173-174. 
126 Ibid. 173. 
127 Ibid. 48. 
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justice and human rights, there are also clear parallels to draw regarding the different aspects               

of fulfilling rights. This will be reviewed in the next section. 

3.2 Accessing Rights 

Some points made by Pogge, which were presented previously, can be viewed as an              

introduction to Brian Barry’s theory on social justice. While Pogge mainly focuses on the              

unequal distribution of influence as well as opportunities, the ideas suggested by Pogge also              

tell the need for a theory on social justice. Why Social Justice Matters , just like other works                 

by Barry, offers an understanding of equality-related issues. Even if Barry’s main focus is the               

UK and USA, the presented view of accessing rights is applicable with regard to              

socioeconomic rights in general. The main purpose of applying Barry’s perception of the             128

accessibility of rights is to complement Sumner’s idea of rights having both a core and a                

periphery. Sumner describes the periphery of rights as being the “ingredients which are added              

in order to enhance or protect its core,” which corresponds well with Barry’s description of               

rights as having several layers. To illustrate the potential consequences of intellectual            129

property rights, where rights are made less accessible, Barry’s concept of social justice is apt.               

To reach social justice, the topic of accessibility is significant; because how can we claim               

equal rights if there are no equal opportunities? 

Barry starts out by presenting the conflicting opinions regarding what obligations the            

rich have in relation to the poor, and the uneven power relations concerning these issues. In                

relation to the subject of intellectual property rights and their potential consequences, this is              

crucial. Thus, he argues that there is a need for a theory on social justice which can be                  

applicable in matters relating to the power relations between the rich and the poor, as well as                 

reviewing the different aspects relating to fulfilling human rights in practice. Furthermore,            130

Barry describes social justice as the distribution of opportunities and resources in relation to              

human rights, as a way to make them accessible.   131

128 Barry, Why Social Justice. 5, 18, 77, 191, 237. ; Farrelly, Colin. "Review of Brian Barry, Why Social Justice                    
Matters." Basic Income Studies 1. no. 1 (2006). 2-3. Why Social Justice Matters has a clear political aim in                   
criticising social reforms in both the UK and USA regarding areas such as education and health care. There are                   
cases where the arguments presented can be questioned, for example in the comparisons to Sweden. Just as                 
Farrelly mentions, the historically and economically different circumstances make the case more complex as a               
comparison. 
129 Sumner. The Moral. 48. 
130 Barry. Why Social Justice. 19. 
131 Ibid. 22. 
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Barry suggests the use of three terms; rights, opportunities and resources. Since they             

serve different purposes and complement each other, they act as a foundation in his theory of                

social justice. A right in this context is defined as a lack of prohibition; that an individual is                  

allowed to do something. The reason for this definition is to be able to distinguish them from                 

opportunities. Barry criticises the discourse on rights as to be seen today, where stating that               

individuals have rights means not only the right itself, but also the opportunity and resources               

to exercise said right. Thus, he emphasises the importance of supporting the different factors              

involved in accessing a human right. To have a right de jure is vastly different from de                 132

facto being able to access it. 

The second aspect of human rights presented by Barry concerns the opportunities            

involved to be able to access a right. By opportunities he refers to the possibility to access                 

rights, for example by ensuring that a disabled person can access public places by adjusting               

elevators and the like to make it possible. The reason given for this to be an opportunity                 

rather than a right, is that there is a need for a right to be within reach to in turn be able to                       

exercise it. Since the granted exclusivity serves the purpose of restricting access, applying             133

this to intellectual property rights would give another dimension to the discussion.            

Consequently, the right to health, as an example, risks to not be within reach. 

A third aspect is that of resources. Barry distinguishes between what he suggests are              

different forms of resources; money as one example and well educated parents as another.              

These resources lead to the individual being able to be resourceful in different ways. An               

education or occupation is also viewed as resources to some extent, considering they make it               

possible to gain social and economic status. An example given is that children should have               134

equal opportunities in regard to education, which also entails that a child with learning              

difficulties is given those extra resources needed for him or her to be able to succeed in                 

school.   135

Since Barry’s concept of rights means a lack of prohibition, I do not necessarily agree.               

This idea leads to unrealistic expectations on rights. For something to be a right, there are                

more components needed; how else is it possible to frame the right in question? Sumner’s               

concept of rights as legitimate claims with at least two corresponding parts is a more               

132 Ibid. 19. 
133 Ibid. 20. 
134 Ibid. 21. 
135 Ibid. 21-22. 
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reasonable and realistic definition of rights, considering there needs to be a part responding to               

the actual claim. Otherwise, it is difficult to frame the responsibilities involved. One can also               

question if the criteria stated are too extensive, seeing that one does not necessarily exercise               

every individual right actively. The main point, by including his perspective, is to emphasise              

that there is more to a right than having it stated in a convention; one must be given                  

opportunities and resources to be able to access the right. Without the aforementioned             

components, a right is not within reach. 
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4 The Most Reasonable Option? 

The perspectives offered seek to defend the idea of owning knowledge. While the Lockean              

perspective mainly focuses on the aspect of labour and ideas as an extension of the               

individual’s body, the utilitarian perspective primarily concentrates on the outcome which           

would maximise human welfare. The capability approach, presented as an alternative to the             

Lockean and utilitarian perspectives, seeks to understand on what grounds intellectual           

property rights can be justified while considering the potentially negative consequences           

regarding socioeconomic rights. Having said that, it has been equally important to review             136

the moral aspects of the mentioned justifications in relation to conflicting socioeconomic            

human rights. 

As previously mentioned by Sumner, it is meaningful to recognise that a majority of              

debates in liberal societies refer to rights — just as the conflict presented in this thesis. The                 

main goal is thus to establish which rights are to be viewed as legitimate claims, their scope                 

as well as their strength. Human rights documents are, as already stated, catalogues of what               

can be viewed as genuine rights. Aforementioned, intellectual property rights as well as             

conflicting socioeconomic rights can be seen as human rights, broadly defined. On the one              

hand, it makes the rights broader and more easily adaptable. On the other hand, it also makes                 

them ambiguous — hence the issue of granted intellectual property rights having a negative              

impact on human rights. How far can the rights stretch, without making any of them fall out                 

of reach? 

Sumner’s idea of rights having both a core and a periphery is substantial in relation to                

Barry’s understanding of rights as consisting of three components to be fully enjoyed: rights,              

opportunities and resources. Just like Sumner’s core being a legally recognised right, Barry             

states this as a basis talking about the fulfilment of human rights. The opportunities and               

resources needed to access a right is thus a part of the periphery. Looking at patents on                 

medicines, as an example, it is clear that patents restrict individuals’ opportunities to actually              

be able to access the right to health. Since granting a patent of a medicine equals exclusivity                 

and monetary benefits for the creator, it also means that individuals lacking the resources to               

afford said medicine cannot get their human right to health realised. There is, however, the               

136 This argument is presented by Ostergard and has been mentioned previously. I will later on in this section                   
expand my critique of this statement, considering I do not necessarily agree that he fills a gap between the                   
Lockean and utilitarian approach to justifying intellectual property rights. 
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question of the national healthcare system, where the cost of medicines might be subsidised.              

In general one can assume that the allocation of money spent on these medicines could be                

used in another way if patents were not extensively granted. It is also relevant to bear in mind                  

that the way patents are framed today, might not be the optimal option for balancing both                

intellectual property rights and socioeconomic human rights. 

As can be expected, by reviewing the prospects for states to be able to balance the                

conflicting interests mentioned, financially stronger states have more extensive possibilities          

to do so. In cases where certain health issues heavily affect more vulnerable regions, as in the                 

case of HIV/AIDS, it can be difficult to make the right to health be within reach for the                  

affected individuals. 

4.1 Intellectual Objects as the Result of Labour 

A Lockean justification of intellectual property rights claims that the intellectual object is the              

result of labour, and thus justified as being the property of the creator. The relevant point of                 

the right is to ensure that individuals have the right to own such things which will promote                 

the well-being of the person. Intellectual property has also been argued by Attas to be a part                 

of a life-long plan, which previously has been mentioned as also promoting the well-being of               

individuals due to the economic value. 

An important aspect to note is that the Lockean justification incorporates somewhat of             

a moral perspective, meaning that the question of human rights is integrated in the model for                

justification. It is clear that the conditions stated offer a way to limit intellectual property               

rights; the Lockean perspective can only justify the protection of some intellectual objects.             

The focal point is how the owning of a certain idea or invention affects other individuals. An                 

often highlighted issue concerns medicines and patents. According to the Lockean           

perspective, the right is granted if it is the product made possible by the person’s mind. On                 

this ground, one can claim that the right to, for example, patents on medicines are justified.                

However, when looking at the limitations, several things can be noted. 

The first limitation has to do with negatively affecting other human beings, which also              

happens to have clear parallels to Barry’s understanding of the fulfilment of rights. If the               

property rights of an intellectual object would lead to other individuals doing worse, then the               

right cannot be justified. A clear example to illustrate this is patents and medicines. By               
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granting exclusivity to medical inventions, the medicines become less accessible. In relation            

to Barry’s idea of social justice and human rights, this is significant. Making medicines              

inaccessible means that the opportunities are limited. Concerning the resources needed for            

both states and individuals, to be able to access the medicines in question, there is yet another                 

issue besides the invention being inaccessible. That is the power relations in regard to this               

conflict, where more powerful states have an advantage. As has been mentioned, more             

economically powerful states have a stronger capacity to fulfil both sides of the conflict,              

considering the resources needed to do so exist. Financially, and maybe also socially, weaker              

states do not have the same possibilities. As Barry states, relatively powerful states have              

obligations in relation to more vulnerable states; meaning that financially stronger states shall             

take into consideration the consequences of their actions. Since they negatively affect            

individuals and groups (but also states’ opportunities to fulfill human rights within their             

jurisdiction) transnationally, there is also a need to recognise the transnational moral            

obligations linked to the mentioned issue.   137

Looking at Barry’s understanding of social justice as concerning the distribution of            

opportunities and resources in relation to human rights, intellectual property rights play a             

relevant role. As patents on medicines illustrate, the opportunities of individuals to access             

their right to health is limited. This also means that the periphery of the right is not                 

favourable. The right is thus not within reach and intellectual property rights cannot be              

completely justified. The first Lockean limitation promotes the opportunities and resources to            

access the right to health, which would leave room for justification to some extent — as long                 

as the right is accessible enough. 

The second limitation, concerning the amount reasonable to own, is also necessary            

looking at the conflicting interests. Patents on medicines or other inventions are, as             

previously stated, not consumed in the same way as objects such as food. They can often be                 

used simultaneously and are consumed the same way. It is thus possible for different actors to                

use the inventions at the same time, which can also be argued to entail maximised well-being                

for society. The utilitarian approach to justifying intellectual property rights might not agree,             

considering this risks leading to less incentive for inventors to create new ideas.  

137 On the one hand, there are aspects of international human rights law relating to the global community and                   
international responsibilities. On the other hand, the question of transnational obligations is not as highlighted -                
especially not when talking about non-state actors. The point I am making is that there are transnational moral                  
obligations to bear in mind, which are clearly illustrated by referring to intellectual property rights. 
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The second limitation also relates to what has been mentioned about unequal            

distribution of opportunities and resources. The limitation, in the light of Barry, promotes             

social justice to a certain extent — by offering some form of restriction to the right. On the                  

one hand it is therefore possible to profit from an invention, but arguably not an unreasonable                

amount. How to judge what amount is reasonable is also a crucial question to ask. Referring                

back to the first limitation presented, there are reasons to believe that such an amount which                

would not risk the rights of others is a first ground to decide what can be viewed as a                   

reasonable amount. 

As previously stated by Attas, an argument is that without the actual creator, the              

invention in question might not have been invented in the first place. This in turn would                138

lead to the justification of some exclusivity for the creator. Attas also states that “since no one                 

can be harmed by an appropriation of something that would not otherwise exist, the              

appropriation of an idea by its originator necessarily conforms to the Lockean proviso.”             139

This statement is not adequately incorporating a justice perspective, looking at the obligations             

concerning human rights. Even if it would be true that the invention would not exist, it still                 

entails negative consequences for the individuals not being able to reach their rights due to               

unequal distribution of resources and opportunities. 

Sumner’s description of rights having both a core and a periphery is also relevant in               

regard to the stated limitations. The core of the rights is clear, since they are stated as human                  

rights in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights as an example. There is thus some               

consensus as to them being legitimate claims. Two limitations of the Lockean justification of              

intellectual property rights have been mentioned; the ownership should not affect other            

individuals in a negative way, as well as the question of what amount is reasonable to own                 

looking at the promotion of oneself’s well-being. For the right to health, which was stated               

above, the periphery of the right is to limit those intellectual property rights which might               

interfere with their fulfilment. 

Reviewing the Lockean justification of intellectual property rights through Sumner’s          

understanding of rights, it is first relevant to establish the claim; wanting to be recognised as                

the owner of one’s own creation since it is a result of one’s labour. For a claim to be accepted                    

as a right, the claim has to be legitimate. Is it then legitimate to argue that the right to                   

138 Attas. “Lockean Justifications.” 52. 
139 Ibid. 
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intellectual objects, the result of an individual’s labour, are entitled to be granted exclusivity?              

The answer requires several aspects to be taken into consideration, especially concerning how             

to prioritise rights. The scope of the right in this case, since we are discussing human rights,                 

is the creator as a right-holder and the state as a duty-bearer. Looking at the strength of the                  

right to intellectual property, there are other right-holders who have legitimate claims against             

the state in question — for example those claiming the right to health. The corresponding               

part, in this case the state (but also the international community, as I will argue later on), has                  

several rights to respond to — which in some cases might be difficult. How does one                

prioritise between different rights and duties? Aforementioned, Sumner proposes that          

conflicting moral interests are to be incorporated when determining the strength of a right. In               

this scenario, the right to health — and in extension life — is stronger than the right to                  

property. 

As stated previously, the Lockean perspective on intellectual property rights does not            

state that the right to ownership of inventions is an absolute right. It is clear that if the                  

ownership of a certain object affects other individuals negatively, it cannot be justified. Thus,              

one can suggest that granting extensive intellectual property rights, which in fact might harm              

the world’s most vulnerable groups, is not reasonable. Instead, only those property rights             

which are not harmful to others can be justified. The state, as a corresponding part, is thus                 

only obligated to fulfill the right to owning intellectual objects to such an extent that it does                 

not negatively interfere with other human rights. 

Drawing from this, the claim is not automatically made a right, just because it has to                

do with intellectual property. Instead, the decision should be made depending on the potential              

negative consequences the exclusivity may have on others. Since the corresponding part to             

both intellectual property rights (as understood as a human right) and conflicting            

socioeconomic rights is the state in question, the crucial point in balancing these rights is to                

evaluate the negative consequences of granting a certain idea or invention property rights.  

From a Lockean perspective, intellectual property rights can be defended since they            

are a part of a life-long plan due to their economic value. However, there is also a question of                   

owning more than what is necessary for an adequate standard of living. Shelter, as              

mentioned, is easily justified since it is needed to live a dignified life. Owning certain things                

are thus necessary for subsistence, but the extensiveness of intellectual property rights might             

not fall under this criterion. This is especially compelling looking at the possibilities to limit               
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the right to intellectual property, bearing the global inequalities in mind. How can (more than               

necessary) profit gained from intellectual property rights be justified, when a limitation of the              

property protection offered would lift a large amount of the world’s poor out of their               

suffering? 

I would like to suggest that, according to a Lockean model for the justification of               

intellectual property rights, it is possible to limit them in such a way which would favour the                 

protection of other individuals’ socioeconomic rights. Aforementioned, the right to owning           

ideas and knowledge cannot be justified if they affect other people in a negative way. Some                

property rights might do just that, which has been exemplified by the global epidemic of               

HIV/AIDS and their treatments. Looking at such medicines as an example, it has been              

mentioned that patents on certain drugs entail limited access — which also happens to be the                

very purpose of granting intellectual property rights. There is thus a need for an adequate, and                

politically relevant, theory on how to balance these rights — especially since states have              

duties to fulfill several conflicting rights. The Lockean arguments presented are thus            

relatively reasonable and relevant in relation to the discussion on the conflicting rights. Even              

if the arguments are applicable in political discussions on the issue, the question on how to                

prioritise these rights remains valid.  

4.2 Granting Intellectual Property Rights with a Utilitarian Goal 

The main argument presented, through the utilitarian approach, has to do with maximising             

the good; in this case the best possible outcome on a societal level. The utilitarian               

perspective, just like the Lockean and capability perspectives, focuses on maximising the            

well-being of individuals. Intellectual property rights are thus meant to be justified by giving              

incentive to creators to produce new and better ideas. This would, in turn, lead to increased                

innovation and possibility to aid. The exclusivity granted via intellectual property rights is             

thus a way to increase innovative solutions to solve societal problems. It is then argued, as                

previously stated, that the well-being of individuals would be maximised. 

Even if intellectual property rights would increase innovation, and thus making it            

possible to theoretically solve issues related to health and the like, it might still be the case                 

that the solutions would not be as easily accessible. An argument in relation to this is that if                  

not given incentive, the invention might not have been invented in the first place. Even if this                 
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is a reasonable argument, it is also relevant to realise that the good of a certain invention                 

might not reach its full potential if granted exclusivity. This statement is thus, to some extent,                

contradictory. 

If the goal is of a utilitarian nature, it can be stated that intellectual property rights are                 

not justified unless they actually maximise the well-being of individuals or society. Looking             

at examples such as HIV/AIDS medicines, it is apparent that the utilitarian argument has              

flaws, if one were to suggest that all ideas and inventions are entitled to property rights. One                 

can instead argue that only those intellectual objects, which if granted exclusivity, would not              

negatively affect other individuals’ rights are entitled to protection. In the case of HIV/AIDS,              

the virus is unevenly spread and those most in need of medicines lack access.              140

Consequently, the result was not physical welfare being maximised. Instead, it became yet             

another example of the consequences of the unequal distribution of influence, opportunities            

and resources globally. There is thus, through the lense of Sumner, a need to make the                

periphery of rights more favourable for the fulfilment of rights. 

It is clear that intellectual property rights, on the one hand, are legitimate claims. On               

the other hand, it is also relevant to understand that this statement is only reasonable in those                 

cases where the granting of property rights do in fact serve the utilitarian goal of maximising                

individuals’ well-being. A possible limitation to this justification of intellectual property           

rights is thus that if the ownership of a certain idea or invention risks negatively affecting                

other human rights, it cannot be justified. This also corresponds well to Barry’s and Sumner’s               

understandings of rights and their accessibility. When limiting the access to medicines, for             

example, it leads to difficulties for individuals to enjoy their right to health. If this is the case,                  

it is of importance to review which would give the greatest outcome regarding well-being;              

making the medicine in question accessible or granting extensive property rights. The right,             

according to Barry, and the right’s core according to Sumner, have already been established.              

The periphery, in other words the opportunities and resources, to make the conflicting             

socioeconomic rights accessible, is thus of importance to emphasise and favour. 

Looking at Sumner’s interpretation of rights, there is the question of balancing            

conflicting rights. The argument that intellectual property rights would encourage new ideas            

and inventions, is a relatively reasonable argument. There is, however, the question of how              

far this perspective can stretch regarding its aim to justify intellectual property rights from a               

140 Hammonds, Ooms, and Vandenhole. "Under the.” 1-2, 5-6. 
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utilitarian point of view. I would suggest that, just like the Lockean perspective, a main               

limitation is self-explanatory. If the aim is to maximise well-being, any property right granted              

to inventions which do not serve this purpose are not justified. In the light of the potential                 

negative consequences, the claim can only be legitimate to a certain extent. The strength of               

the right is thus questionable, since it depends on the consequences of granting intellectual              

property rights. If a patented medicine, as an example, could relieve a large amount of people                

of their suffering, it would be unjust to deny them this opportunity.  

Moreover, there are several questions tied to the issue mentioned. What does            

maximising well-being mean in this instance? Is granting exclusivity the best option to             

maximise well-being or is there a limit? My interpretation is that the utilitarian justification of               

intellectual property rights only can stretch so far as to include the protection of those               

intellectual objects which inaccessibility would not negatively affect other human rights.           

Aforementioned, it is necessary to review how human rights and their importance are being              

perceived, in relation to each other. Both the right to property and the right to health can be                  

argued to be human rights. The strengths of these rights differ, depending on the underlying               

powers having an influence in the global community and their interests. Morally, the right to               

health, if not fulfilled, risks the lives of a large amount of individuals — especially in more                 

socioeconomically weak regions. 

As noted above, there is a built-in limitation to the theory. Even if an explicit               

limitation is not stated, it is self-explanatory. The utilitarian approach is thus not to grant               

exclusivity to all intellectual objects; only those which would actually serve the goal of              

maximising well-being. Drawing from the previous statements, there is a need for a theory on               

how to judge the justified extensivity of intellectual property rights as well as how to balance                

the right in question. Since the priority of rights mirrors the priority of interests, it is also                 

necessary to include a power perspective — to better understand the interests involved.             

Whose interests are emphasized also concerns the power and influence of the actors in              

question. As previously stated by Pogge; poverty (and thus socioeconomic vulnerability) can            

persist since the issue is not morally compelling enough for the socioeconomically stronger             

states. 
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4.3 Intellectual Property Rights for only Certain Inventions 

The capability perspective seeks, as previously mentioned, to fill a gap regarding justifying             

intellectual property rights — by including a more extensive social perspective. As            

mentioned, it is some capabilities which are in focus; described as the fulfilment of physical               

needs. It is thus the goods which are necessary to fulfill the said physical needs which are of                  

importance regarding accessibility. Looking at the right to health, as an example, it means              

that medicines are one category of the goods needed to be able to exercise the right. Patents                 

on medicines would thus, naturally, make this more difficult. The main point made is thus               

that not all intellectual objects are subject to property rights.  

Ostergard’s approach seems to encourage the idea of the well-being of individuals            

rather than society as a whole. On the one hand, this makes it possible to evaluate                

individuals’ opportunities to exercise their rights. On the other hand, from a utilitarian point              

of view, it is also important to look at well-being on a macro-level — otherwise it is difficult                  

to estimate the amount of good achieved by a certain decision. There is thus a point of                 

looking at the outcome on both a micro- and macro-level. Furthermore, as mentioned, it is the                

increase of the goods needed for physical well-being, as well as increasing the benefit from               

said goods and meeting the basic needs. Since Ostergard defines the physical needs as being               

well-nourished, clothed, sheltered and of good health, it is those goods necessary to fulfill              

said needs which are of interest in relation to intellectual property rights.  

Ostergard’s view of the limits of intellectual property rights falls within both Barry’s             

and Sumner’s understanding of access to rights, to some extent. He claims that the owning of                

goods is not necessarily the important aspect, but rather being able to access it. As previously                

mentioned, the example of medicines is a relevant example. Can medicines be said to be               

accessible, if the price is set to such a level which makes economically vulnerable states and                

individuals unable to purchase them? According to Barry’s idea of how to adequately fulfill              

human rights, the answer would probably be no. The opportunity might be there, since it is                

possible to buy the medicine. However, if the resources to be able to actually make a                

purchase, the right cannot be viewed as accessible and thus fulfilled. Sumner’s approach to              

rights as having a core and a periphery also correlates to this statement, since the conditions                

to access the medicine are not optimal. 
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Just like in the previous cases, the claim is that the creator is entitled to its own ideas                  

and inventions. A main point, which has both implicitly and explicitly been mentioned, is that               

this only applies to those intellectual objects which would not have a negative impact on the                

fulfilment of socioeconomic rights. It is thus clear that the capability perspective offers             

limitations to intellectual property rights, considering they are not justifiable if they harm             

others. Since clear limitations have been stated, the claim in question is morally reasonable.              

This also means that not all inventions are entitled to intellectual property rights — only               

those not harming others. The scope and the strength of the right is thus also stated, since this                  

perspective offers a way for states to be able to balance the conflicting interests at hand. I do,                  

however, find Ostergard’s perspective lacking the tools needed to be able to adequately             

balance rights. Even if the aim is to complement already existing perspectives, which is done               

only to a certain extent, there is also a need for political relevance considering the nature of                 

the issue.  

An aspect highlighted by Ostergard, compared to the other two perspectives, is the             

advantages economically stronger states have in relation to the issue. They have greater             

opportunities to fulfill both the right to intellectual property as well as the conflicting human               

rights, seeing that they can aid socioeconomically vulnerable groups financially to access the             

inventions in question. By mentioning this, a relevant point is made regarding the global              

order and opportunities to fulfill the human rights within the state’s territory. A perspective I               

find to be missing, which will be mentioned into more detail further down, is the               

transnational responsibilities at hand. Considering states and their actors have transnational           

influence and power, this needs to be incorporated into a theory on the issue of intellectual                

property rights. The reason simply being the active decision to limit access to inventions              

which would aid human beings globally. 

4.4 Overlapping Limitations 

I would like to suggest that the three perspectives presented are both quite different, as well                

as have several things in common. First, it is necessary to acknowledge the purpose of               

intellectual property rights, namely to grant exclusivity for inventors. The justifications given            

for this are different, depending on the perspective in question. From my point of view, both                

the Lockean and utilitarian perspective focuses on promoting well-being of individuals; the            
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Lockean by offering limitations if the property rights negatively affects others and the             

utilitarian by having the aim of maximising well-being of individuals. The capability            

approach has, as understood by the moral aim of the perspective given, limitations             

incorporated in the model.  

I would like to emphasise that all three perspectives investigated in this thesis make it               

possible to limit intellectual property rights to some extent, looking at the potential negative              

consequences they might have on human rights. The Lockean perspective presented by Attas             

clearly states two main limitations; it cannot negatively affect other individuals and the             

amount owned cannot be unreasonable. I have also suggested that the utilitarian perspective             

in itself has the limitation of the outcome of granting exclusivity to certain inventions; they               

can only be justified if the outcome actually maximises the well-being of individuals. The              

capability perspective builds upon the idea that there are limitations to intellectual property             

rights, where only the protection of inventions which would not hinder the access to the               

goods necessary for the well-being of individuals can be justified.  

On the one hand, it is clear that the Lockean and utilitarian justifications to owning               

intellectual objects overlap to some extent. On the other hand, as previously mentioned,             

Ostergard finds them to be in need of a more social perspective. His solution is that only                 

some intellectual property rights can be justified, with regard to the responsibilities of states              

to protect human rights. Furthermore, it is made clear that the development of individuals is               

emphasised, rather than the development of society as a whole. A main point is the               

importance of access to those goods which are necessary for the development of the person. It                

does not have to be owned, but it has to be accessible. Another crucial point is the difference                  

between states regarding the fulfilment of both intellectual property rights and conflicting            

socioeconomic rights. This would necessarily not be possible for more vulnerable states,            

which do not have the same financial possibilities. 

I find there to be similarities between Attas’ and Ostergard’s understanding of the             

justification of intellectual property rights. Both perspectives do in fact present limitations.            

These limitations are of the same nature, namely related to the protection of conflicting              

human rights. While the Lockean perspective mentions negative consequences for other           

individuals as a limitation, the capability perspective mentions physical welfare more           

concretely. The utilitarian perspective does not explicitly state limitations, but considering the            

utilitarian aim of the justification it is obvious that it has a built-in limitation. 
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Even if the theories reviewed offer limitations to be used in relation to some moral               

concerns, there are a couple of noteworthy points to draw attention to. First, the gap in the                 

theories chosen on the justification of intellectual property rights is how to balance the              

conflicting rights in a satisfying way. This is an issue highlighted by Ostergard as well, and                

he fills the mentioned gap to some extent. However, it is essential to incorporate the elements                

of power and influence — which are overlooked in the reviewed theories . Seeing the way               

intellectual property rights are prioritised today, there is no question if they can harm              

individuals and their rights. It is rather a question of how. A question relevant to ask, though,                 

is why? What actors and forces need to be taken into consideration when suggesting a theory                

on how to balance intellectual property rights and socioeconomic human rights? 

In some cases, for example concerning medicines, the status of the socioeconomically            

vulnerable groups globally manifests the issues at hand; when the resources needed are             

inaccessible, the right to health is not within reach. Even if the three perspectives seek to do                 

good, by offering limitations to favour the individuals who might be negatively affected by              

the protection of a certain invention, I find an inadequacy in the understanding of actually               

being able to balance rights, since — as previously stated by Pogge — relieving vulnerable               

groups of their suffering does not seem morally compelling enough . It is already obvious that               

intellectual property rights cannot be viewed as being completely morally justified,           

considering that they can harm development and well-being on a micro- and macro-level.             

Still, neither of the perspectives aid in how to prioritise between rights or include a               

perspective of power, influence and possibilities. It is thus necessary to point out the unequal               

power relations at hand and how they affect the perception of fulfilling human rights. 

Secondly, I want to refer to Sumner’s understanding of rights as legitimate claims.             

The claim that the creators have a right to the intellectual object produced is to be viewed as a                   

legitimate claim; the mentioning of this in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights is also               

a sign of this. There is also a certain consensus regarding the strength of the right; it is not                   

absolute. Furthermore, I have combined Barry’s and Sumner’s understanding of rights as            

having several components. Barry describes them as being the right in question, the             

opportunities as well as resources needed to be able to exercise a right. Even if this can be                  

questioned, which has been done previously in this thesis, it is clear that they play a relevant                 

role. Sumner rather describes rights as having a core and a periphery, which I have suggested                

bear similarities to Barry’s understanding. The common aspect is to reveal the need for a               
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rights-promotional environment. If the needed resources to fulfill the right in question do not              

exist, the right cannot be reached. 

Thirdly, I find the perspectives to not adequately include a transnational perspective            

regarding the unequal distribution of both influence and opportunities in the political and             

economic world order. I will touch upon the subject of transnational human rights             

responsibilities in the next section. As for now, I want to point out that international human                

rights law builds upon the idea of states being responsible for the fulfilment of rights within                

their jurisdiction. Transnational activities are thus a complex issue. Limiting access to a             

certain invention slips through the net, considering it is not a clear human rights violation.               

Making medicines, or the like, inaccessible is rather promoting an unfavourable environment            

for those whose rights are out of reach. 

It has been made apparent that a current issue is the balancing of rights. How rights                

are prioritised, and what political, financial and social forces and relations affects the             

decisions made, is also significant. Certain rights, such as the right to health (which in turn                

can mean surviving or not), which I would argue are fundamental rights acting as a basis for                 

other rights, are in this case less prioritised than the economic interests of influential actors.               

The perspectives reviewed all come to the conclusion that intellectual property rights can be              

limited. However, how and with what justificatory means this should be judged on is not as                

obvious — especially bearing previously mentioned factors in mind. How can rights be             

valued and prioritised on an equal ground, if the surrounding environment in itself is not               

equal? 

4.5 With a Responsibility to Protect Human Rights 

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights states that “Everyone is entitled to a social and               

international order in which the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration can be fully                

realized.” Furthermore, it is declared that the fulfilment of the rights stated should be              141

achieved “through national effort and international co-operation.” Throughout this thesis, it           142

has been made obvious that there is an unequal distribution of power regarding intellectual              

property rights and its consequences. The burden seems to fall on the most vulnerable, both               

concerning individuals and states. Resources are needed to make human rights accessible,            

141 Universal Declaration of Human Rights . art. 28. 
142 Ibid. art. 22. 
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which has also been stated by Barry. The states which are not able to administer the needed                 

resources risk to not only fail the people over whom they are responsible, but also themselves                

being let down by the international community. 

If everyone is entitled to a social and international order where human rights can be               

fulfilled, and that national effort and international co-operation is needed for this, it is              

obvious that states themselves do not bear the sole burden of adequately fulfilling the human               

rights of the people within their territory. On the one hand, this is how the legal system often                  

frames it. On the other hand, there is a need to hold other actors responsible for their impact,                  

or the lack thereof, in the international community and more vulnerable states. In relation to               

this, there is also a need to review the transnational activities having an impact on human                

rights and their periphery. 

States have the judicial responsibility to fulfill human rights within their jurisdiction.            

In cases where the state is able to supply the individuals within their jurisdiction with for                

example medicines, even if the price is set high due to the granted exclusivity, there is not                 

necessarily an issue regarding the fulfilment of human rights. If this is not the case, for                

example in economically vulnerable states, there might be a socially unjust situation. Since             

states have the responsibility to fulfill human rights, via international co-operation, it is clear              

that the theories on the justification of intellectual property rights are too one-sided. Even if               

Ostergard mentions the unequal distribution of power and opportunities to some extent, it is              

also relevant to include the perspective of how the international human rights system views              

the question of responsibilities. Somehow, there is an unequal distribution of power, but an              

equal distribution of responsibilities — in the form of judicial expectations. 

To refer back to Pogge’s statements on the unequal power relations globally; that             

poverty (and thus socioeconomic vulnerability) can persist since the issue is not morally             

compelling enough for the socioeconomically stronger states. To once again apply the            

understanding of rights as legitimate claims with both a right-holder and a corresponding             

duty-bearer, and view the transnational duties proclaimed in the Universal Declaration of            

Human Rights , it is evident that stronger states fail in fulfilling their responsibilities.             

However, the state of international human rights law, where the question of jurisdiction (and              

thus the status of right-holders and duty-bearers) falls more so on individual states than on               

favouring an international order which would benefit human rights. 
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Even though the morally equal value of individuals is rather acknowledged today,            

which the Universal Declaration of Human Rights also exemplifies, this does not seem to be               

the case in practice. However, it does make it more difficult to justify an economic and                

political system which favours the interests of some, while severely affecting the most             

vulnerable and least influential. Furthermore, it was mentioned that the lack of influence of              

the world’s poor leads to unjust prioritising of interests, since the distribution of power is               

uneven. Not only does this mean the interests of financially stronger states, but also of               

corporations.  

I would also like to, yet again, refer to the criteria stated by Pogge regarding the                

global economic order: “social rules should be liable to peaceful change by any large              

majority of those on whom they are imposed” as well as “life-threatening poverty must be               

avoided.” Furthermore, it is also stated that “Insofar as is reasonably possible, an economic              143

order must be shaped to produce an economic distribution such that its participants can meet               

their most basic standard needs.” What do these criteria mean in relation to intellectual              144

property rights? By including these as principles, one can reach an even more just              

understanding of the justification of intellectual property rights. 

Since the current system bears moral flaws, there is a need to reframe the              

understanding of human rights obligations. The transnational activities of both state and            

non-state actors do, without doubt, have a negative impact on the more vulnerable individuals              

and states. By restricting the inventions necessary for the well-being of individuals,            

inventions which would save lives and decrease suffering, human rights are being indirectly             

violated. A politically relevant theory can be developed by recognising the flaws in the              

current understanding of human rights obligations, and further emphasise the transnational           

obligations relevant for socioeconomic development globally. The equal distribution of          

responsibilities, in a world tinged with unequal distribution of power, influence and            

resources, is unjust. Acknowledging this, and furthermore incorporating this aspect when           

seeking to justify intellectual property rights, would hopefully result in a more balanced and              

fair perspective. 

143 Pogge. World Poverty. 102. 
144 Ibid. 
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4.6 The Most Reasonable Option 

Which is, then, the most reasonable option regarding justifying intellectual property rights?            

Through Sumner’s understanding of rights as legitimate claims, it is clear that intellectual             

property rights cannot be justified to an unlimited extent. An important question is thus to               

establish how far their justification reaches? The starting point is to look at what minimum               

criteria can be found regarding granting intellectual property rights. 

First, just like all three of the presented perspectives on the justification of intellectual              

property rights have established, the granting of exclusivity cannot lead to the negative             

consequences for others. Negative consequences in what way and for whom, though? Patent             

rights, for example, clearly have negative consequences for rivals on a competitive market.             

This is not the negative consequences relevant for the question of moral justifications,             

though. Instead, it is the conflicting human rights, which might be at risk, that are in focus.                 

The case of medicines has been mentioned several times, considering how it clearly             

illustrates the conflicting interests at hand. A medicine, which could mean relieving a large              

group of people of their suffering, is not accessible enough to do so if the invention is granted                  

extensive exclusivity. The price will simply be too high. The right to health is thus not                

fulfilled for individuals suffering from the particular disease, even though a possible solution             

exists. 

As previously mentioned, financially stronger states might be able to balance the            

conflicting rights. However, the states without this possibility risk failing the people whose             

rights they are responsible for. This is the case even though there is some consensus,               

considering the states signing the Universal Declaration of Human Rights , that the            

responsibilities stretch over what can be seen as the individual states’ territories. An             

international responsibility regarding the fulfilment of the rights stated is thus in question,             

where the impact of transnational activities are a necessity to bear in mind. 

It might be the case that property rights regarding certain inventions, like necessary             

medicines, can never be justified. The reason is simple; some inventions cannot be granted              

exclusivity, due to the fact that it would lead to a direct inaccessibility to the inventions —                 

thus negatively affecting socioeconomic human rights. Seeing the utilitarian, as well as            

Lockean and capability arguments for intellectual property rights, it is obvious that such a              

limitation is reasonable. 
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Secondly, it is not reasonable to grant exclusivity to such an extent that would lead to                

long term exclusivity, and thus give illegitimate amounts of benefits and advantage. This             

concerns both private actors and states. Considering the unequal distribution of both            

opportunities and resources globally, it is possible to limit the opportunities to gain more than               

necessary by limiting intellectual property rights, which in turn would harm the world’s most              

vulnerable. This goes hand in hand with what has been stated in the section on the Lockean                 

justification of intellectual property rights. How to judge what is more than necessary to gain               

is, however, a question which must be investigated more thoroughly.  

Thirdly, I would like to refer back to Pogge’s statement that “Insofar as is reasonably               

possible, an economic order must be shaped to produce an economic distribution such that its               

participants can meet their most basic standard needs.” As of today, this is not the case.                145

Even though there are statements in international human rights documents regarding the            

universal human rights, as well as the corresponding duties and responsibilities of both             

individual states and the global community, they do not seem to be implemented properly.              

Just because rights are stated, it does not mean that the opportunities and resources — the                

periphery of the rights — are present and thereby making the rights accessible. I thus argue                

that socioeconomically stronger states have more extensive transnational responsibilities in          

the international human rights community than is observed today. Not only is knowledge             

owned by a more influential group than those who can be aided by the knowledge gained,                

there is also an unjust prioritising of the more influential group’s interests. 

It is clear that there are several relevant ways to justify intellectual property rights.              

Even so, there is perhaps a common weakness in the theories investigated in this thesis — a                 

moral perspective which adequately aids in balancing the right to intellectual property as well              

as conflicting socioeconomic rights in a transnational setting. I would, once again, emphasise             

the need to incorporate the perspective of unjust distribution of responsibilities. To nuance             

the discussion on intellectual property rights, it is crucial to investigate what transnational             

responsibilities states have; mainly morally, but also how well those responsibilities are            

reflected in the international human rights system. Should states have the same            

responsibilities, or should some have more extensive obligations than others — considering            

the unequal power relations related to both intellectual property rights and other political and              

economic questions? The most reasonable option can be to serve a utilitarian goal of              

145 Ibid. 
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maximising the human rights of individuals, while incorporating a perspective bearing in            

mind the inequalities in power and opportunities globally. 
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5 Concluding Remarks and Future Research 

Initially, I posed questions regarding how intellectual property rights can be justified and how              

it can be evaluated against the backdrop of socioeconomic rights and moral obligations. To              

answer these questions I reviewed three perspectives on the justification of owning            

intellectual objects, to gain a deeper insight of the framework of such a justification.              

Concerning the question regarding how intellectual property rights are justified, several           

things can be noted. Throughout this thesis, it has been made clear that justifying intellectual               

property rights has both its strengths and weaknesses. It has also been apparent that not all                

intellectual objects are entitled to exclusivity, seeing the socioeconomic consequences. 

The Lockean perspective does, on the one hand, defend the idea of owning the              

product of one’s labour. On the other hand, the conditions presented make it possible to limit                

said rights. The rights cannot be justified if they for example have a negative impact on                

others, which have been the case in reference to the right to health. The utilitarian perspective                

has, what I have called, a built-in limitation. Since the aim is to maximise human welfare, in                 

this case, only those intellectual property rights that fulfill this purpose can be justified. The               

capability perspective shows a similar mode of justification; that not all inventions or ideas              

are entitled to exclusivity.  

Furthermore, the question on how the justification of intellectual property rights can            

be understood as a moral concern in a socioeconomically unequal world, was answered by              

applying Sumner’s and Barry’s concepts of rights and social justice. Being able to frame              

rights and the elements needed for them to be fulfilled, is significant to reach a more just                 

understanding of intellectual property rights. Even if the reviewed models of the justification             

of intellectual property rights offer some understanding of the issue, and also succeed in              

justifying ownership of immaterial goods to some extent, there is something lacking.            

Intellectual property rights and their consequences play out on a global arena, where             

individuals not being able to interfere are negatively affected. Patent-holders, in the form of              

non-state actors, do not necessarily have a judicial obligation to respect and fulfill human              

rights. The responsibility falls on states, even if the states in question might be              

socioeconomically weak.  

As a result of this application, it was made apparent that there is a need to incorporate                 

an aspect of transnational moral obligations, and thus recognising the unequal world order.             
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Questions related to unequal power relations, distribution of opportunities and resources, as            

well as influence are thus important. What responsibilities do more developed states have in              

relation to less developed? Is it reasonable to equally distribute responsibilities regarding the             

fulfilment of human rights, when socioeconomically stronger states have greater possibilities           

to aid? How can these transnational moral obligations be understood in relation to an              

international human rights system which frames obligations as being bound to states’            

territories, when violations can take place both actively and passively across borders? 

For future research, it is of concern to reach a more comprehensive understanding of              

the transnational moral obligations related to intellectual property rights. Granting exclusivity           

of life-saving inventions makes for an unfavourable environment for human rights to thrive.             

For human rights to be considered fulfilled, they need to be accessible; meaning that the               

needed opportunities and resources are present. The question is thus how to adequately             

incorporate the transnational moral obligations into a model for the justification of            

intellectual property rights? Since stronger states have a negative impact on           

socioeconomically weaker states and regions, the call for recognising transnational moral           

obligations needs to be emphasised. The opportunities and resources — the periphery of             

rights — lacking in the global human rights community, need to be accessible. This moral               

obligation falls on the states with the possibilities to aid, by making inventions accessible;              

because how good can a right be, if it is out of reach? 
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